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et (xi, t1) and (x2, t2) be the coordinates
Ix of a pair of oint-inttants, P and Q, in a reference frame, K.

Le (xtl, t'l) and (xt2, 02) be the coordinates
of the same pair o point-instants in a relatively moving frame, Kt,
and let them from is viewpoint be named, Pt and Qt.

On th Lorentz-Einstein transformation, writing

E u 1/(1 - •02;A

one relates the coordin tea by the equations

xti = B[(x1	 utl)

xt2 * B[(x2 - ut2)

t	 H(ti	 ux3102)

t12	 ii(t2 . =2/02)

Now consider two
and Q are any point-instants wh
case we suppose that P and Q are
the ends of a standard measuring
the length of the rod is unity, a
simultaneous, we have

xl ' x2 4 1

ti - t2 * 0

By subtracting equation (2) from (1) an equation (4) from (3)
and substituting the values from equsti s (5) and (6), we have

xt 1 ' xl2	 H

tti	 t12 a	 10/02

(7)

(8)

so that, clearly, a unit length between simul aneous positions
becomes on transformation a length that is no unity between
positions that are not simultaneous.

In our second particular case we ppose that
P and Q are the point-instants of successive seco s in a
standard clock stationary relative to th, frame K. Clearly,

(9)

t2	 us	 3.	
4

particular cases. So far, P
tever; but in our first particular
the simultaneous positions of
od in the frame, K. Since

since the positions are

(5)

(6)

13. - X2 $	 °
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whence, as be?ore, bry appealing to equations (1) to (4) and
by substitutinikfran (9) and (10), one obtains,

\
so that a distanceNthat is zero has been transformed into a
distance that is not zero, and a time that is unity has been
transformed into a t e that is not unity.

Still,,thouRh distances and times are relative
to reference frames, t'e four-dimensional inoerval is invariant.

\Let us name the interv: 1, s, where

and in the present cases

s2	 (x1	 x2)2 	 c2/t1 2t2)

x' 1	 3°2

t, 1 - 0 2

-Hu

Ii
	

(12)

ds2 = dx2 _ cd2 2

On substituting from equati ns (5) and (6), one finds that the
interval of the rod in K ac ording to the account in K is unity.
Likewise, ona substituting f om eruations (7) and (8), one finds
that the interval of the rod in K accordinrr to the account in Kt
is unity. Again, an substitu ino: from equations (9) and (10),
one finds that the interval o the clock in K according to the
account in K is ic	 - 11. Likewise on substituting from
equations (11) and (17), one finds that the interval of the clock
in K NEZEIRM according to the a_count in IC' is also ic.

Thus vie have arri d both at the elementary
paradox and at its solution. Thetementary paradox arises from
the contrast of equations (5) and 7) and again from the contrast
of equations (10) and. (12). The first contrast shows that the
length of a rod in K isdkon the acctt in K mwtly but on the
account in Kt is greater than unity;\and if Kt finds a unit rod
greater than unity, it seems to follow that his own rod is shorter.
The second contrast shows that the *gth of a suandard duration in K
is unity in the account in K but is greater than unity in the
account in Kt; and if a unit of durationAlo* K is found to be
greater than unity In Kt, it seems to f'Olow that the unit in
Kt must be shorter.

However, if we bermn fran rods and clocks in
the system,	 we could establish the op osite conclusions
with equal validity; for Alan it would seei to follow that
the shorter units were in the system, K. 	 uch _s t' e alammEmq
elementary p radox.
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What he paradox overlooks is the fact that,
in the context of Spe ial Relativity, one is not dealing with
rods that are merely spatial or with clocks that are merely
temporal. For, as has been seen, a standard rod determines
an invariant four-dimensional interval of mumitude, unity;
and a standard clock determines an invariant four-dimansional
interval of magnitude, i6. Rods that determine an invariant
four-dimensional intervai must have a temporal component, and
clocks that determine an \nvariant four-dimsnsional interval
must have a spatial compon nt.

Indeed, as ppears from eauations (5) and (6),
in the reference frame, in vhich a rod lies between simultaneous
point-instants, the invaria t interval has a spatial component
of magnitude, unity, and a temporal component of magnitude, zero.
As appears from equauions (7). and (8), in other relatively moving
reference frames, the some r8 determines the same four-dimensional
interval, which, however, now has a spatial component Rf magni-
tude, HI and a temporal compon nt of magnitude, - Hu/c4.
Concomitant with the variation of the spatial components, there
is a variation of the temporal omponents. The rod in K by
the account in K iz lies between simultaneous point-instants.
The same rod in K by the account in IV lies between non-simultaneous
point-instants. The spatial and emporal components, sa [1, 0],
transform to spatial and temporal\components, [H, 	 Hu/o1.
Inversely, the rod in Kt by the ac cunt in Kt will lie between
simultaneous point-instants. But t e same rod in Kt by the
account in K will lie between non-s ultaneous point-instants.
In this case, spatial and temporal c mponen4 [1• 0] • transfam,
to spatial and temporal components, 	 Hu/0 ], for the sign
of tae relative velocity, u, chaires.\

Again,
0

 as apa,ears from	 uations (9) and (10),
In the r eference frame, in which the be inning and the end of
a standard duration occur in relatively\tho same position,
the invariant interval of maanitude, Ìc,\ has a spatial component
of magnitude, zero, and a temporal conipo ent of maanitude, unity.
As appears from equations (11) and (12), in other relatively
moving frames of reference, the same dura ion determines the
same invariant interval, which, however, n w has a spatial
component of magnitude, - Hu, and a temporegl component of
magnitude, H. Again, there is concomitant Nariation of spatial
and temnorzal components. A standard duratipn in K by the
account in -K has comnonents [0, 1]; the same\duration in K by
the account in Kt has components [- Hu, H].	 riversely, a
standard duration in Kt by the account in Kt 1411 have components
[0, 1]; but this duration in Kt by the account\in IC will have
components [Hu, H].

The elementary paradox resalts f*m a cumulation
of oversights. It disregards the invariant intelVa1 fixed by
any rod for all reference frames and the invariant, interval
fixed by any clock for all reference frames. It d sregards
four accounts of two rods to consider only two rods and it
disregards four accounts of two clocks to consider o ly two
clocks. Finally, it disregards the temporal componen that
pertains to rods and the spatial component that perta s to clocks.

Still, if the elementary paradox is to las set
aside as a gross over-simplification, there remains in Is entirety
the problem of working out a coherent account of the not n of
measurement compatible with the complexity of Special Rel ivity.
To this task we must now address our attention.
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